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This invention relates to grid electrodes for 
electron discharge devices, and more particularly 
to a method and means for making very small 
grids of very ?ne wire. 

It is well known that ‘the optimum control 
characteristics of a helical wound grid with side 
rods cannot be realized in a triode type radio tube 
if the diameters of the grid side rods are an ap 
preciable fraction of the diameter of the electron 
emitting cathode. The same limitation ispresent 
in a multi-grid radio tube with respect to the 
grid closest to the cathode andto a lesser extent 
with respect to the other associated grids. The 
usual explanation of this limitation is that the 
grid side rods cast “electronic shadows” on the 
plate, and that these shadows directly or indi 
rectly have deleterious effects upon a number of ~ 
the electrical characteristics of the tube, for ex 
ample, the transconductance. These deleterious 
effects, which are especially noticeable in minia 
ture ‘types of radio tubes with very close inter 
electrode spacings, have been a serious limitation 
on the development of such tubes. In some types 
of miniature tubes the- grid side rods are as large 
as the cathode or the spacing between the differ 
ent electrodes because of the limitations of the 
present grid manufacturing processes and equip 
ment. The two well known methods of spot 
welding and of peening the grid wire, commonly 
used for making wound grids, are not commer 
cially feasible when the diameter of the gridside 
rods is less than 5 mils. » 
An object of this invention is to provide a meths 

od and means for making helical grids in which 
the grid turns are spaced by one or more side 
wires of about the diameter of the grid wire in 
stead of by the usual side rods considerably larger 
than the grid wire. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a 

method and means for welding metals in which 
the pressure contact between different metals in 
a reducing atmosphere is utilized. 
My invention makes commercially feasible the 

production, by a continuous process if desired, of 
a. helically wound grid_without the usual side rods 
and in which all the wire exposed to the electron 
stream is about the same size as the grid wire. 
Such grids, which are particularly useful in mini 
ature radio tubes, have been'made by my inven 
tion of one mil wire and as small as 25 mils in 
diameter. The methods and means which I have 
invented are particularly useful in connection 
with wound grids of very small diameter and 
made with very ?ne wire, but are applicable to the 
:manufacture of all sizes of radio tube grids, and 

also, to. any similar structure_which employs ' 
welding of metals. I 

In accordance with my invention a. grid wire is 
formed into a helix with turns wound under ten 
sion around one or more grid side wires which 
are carried on a metal mandrel during the wind 
ing of the helix; the wound assembly including 
the mandrel passed through a furnace, which 
preferably has a reducing atmosphere such as 
hydrogen, to weld each turn of the grid wire helix 
to the side wires supported by the mandrel; and 
the mandrel then reduced in size to permit its re 
moval from the wound grid structure, for exam 
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ple,.by treatment in a chemical bath which dis- ‘ 
solves some of the mandrel with only negligible 
attack on the grid. The mandrel which may to 
advantage be coated with powdered alundum, 
maintains the grid of, the desired shape and size 
during the heating of the assembly to a tempera 
ture high enough to weld the grid wire to the side 
wires but not high enough to melt the wires. The 
hydrogen seems to facilitate the welding of the 
grid wire to the side wires at each point of con 
tact, while the alundum coating on the iron 
mandrel prevents welding of the nickel wires to 
the mandrel. - 

In a preferred embodiment of my invention 
I use an iron mandrel, such as a wire about 100 
mils in diameter, with a coating approximately 
two or three mils thick of a refractory material, 
such as alundum, which will prevent welding of 
the mandrel. some nickel side wires about one 
mil in diameter are laid parallel and lengthwise 
on the coated iron mandrel with the desired spac 
ing, and tied at one or both ends to the mandrel. 
A molybdenum grid wire, about one mil in diam 
eter, is then wound under some tension around 
the iron mandrel and over the vnickel side wires 
into a helix. The grid assembly produced in this 
way'is then heated in an atmosphere of hydrogen 
in a furnace maintained at a temperature of about 
1350“ C. Usually about five minutes treatment 
in the furnace will cause the grid wire to be ?rmly 
joined or welded to the nickel side wires. As 
the molybdenum grid wire is quite strong and rigid 
at the furnace temperature, and the coe?icient of 
thermal expansion of iron is considerably great 
er than that of molybdenum, it seems likely that 
the greater diametrical expansion of the iron 
mandrel inside the fairly rigid molybdenum helix 
during the heating of the assembly may Produce 
between the nickel side wires and the turns of the 
molybdenum grid wire helix sufficient pressure 
to facilitate the welding. It has been observed 
that usually in a welded grid structure made in 
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2 1,976,522 
this way the molybdenum grid wire appears to 
be sunk or embedded to some extent in the softer 
nickel wires at each point of contact. . 
The welded grid structure after it comes out 

of the furnace may be placed in cold concen 
trated hydrochloric acid which attacks the iron 
mandrel to a much greater extent and much more 
rapidly than it attacks . either the nickel or 
molybdenum wires. In a few minutes the iron 
mandrel is sufficiently reduced in diameter to per 
mit its removal from the grid structure without 
disrupting the latter. If grid wire is used which 
would be affected by the acid the coated mandrel 
may be reduced in diameter sufficiently to permit 
its removal from the wound structure by remov 
ing the refractory coating. The alundum coating 
vmay be dissolved off the mandrel by using hot 

, caustic, such as sodium hydroxide. The mandrel 
may be made of iron with a surface coating of 
chromium oxide‘which will not weld to the nickel 
side wires at the furnace temperature. When 
such a mandrel is used the alundum coating is 
unnecessary. . 

For more detailed description of preferred ways 
of practicing my invention, reference may be had 
to the followingdescription taken in connection 
with the accompanying drawing, in which: 
Figure 1 is- a perspective view of the wound 

grid assembly before the mandrel has been re 
moved; . 

Figure 2 is a view, along one of the side wires 
and with the grid wires in cross-section, of a 
short section of the ?red grid assembly on the 

- mandrel showing the welds between turns of the 
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grid wire and the side wire; 
Figure 3 is a sectional view of the chemical 

bath in which the grid assemblies are treated; 
Figure 4 is a front view of a complete grid made 

in accordance with my invention; ' 
Figure 5 shows diagrammatically a continuous 

system for making grids in accordance with my 
invention; ‘ 

Figure 6 is a perspective view of part of the 
winding apparatus shown in Figure 1. 
In theproduction of grid electrodes in accord 

ance with my invention the grid is assembled on 
a metal mandrel which keeps the grid of the right 
size and shape during welding and is removed 
only after the grid is practically completed, As 
best shown in Figure 1, the grid is assembled on 
an iron mandrel or wire 1 which preferably has 
on it a thin coating 2 of some refractory mate-' 
rial, such as alundum, to prevent the grid stick 
ing to the mandrel. The coating may be pro-. 
duced by spraying the mandrel with a suspension 
of ?nely powdered alundum in av binder, such as 
‘nitrocellulose binder, or by dipping the mandrel 
in the suspension. Grid rods or side wires 3, 
preferably of nickel, are laid lengthwise of the 
mandrel and parallel to one another and to the 

- mandrel. The number of grid rods 3 and the 
spacing between them depends on the design of 
grid. A grid wire 4, preferably of a metal, such 
as molybdenum, which has considerable strength 
when hot, and also has coe?’icient of thermal ‘ex 
pansion much lower than that of iron, is wound 
‘over the nickel wires 3 on the mandrel into a 
helix of the desired pitch. Preferably the ten 
sion on the grid wire 4 during the winding is great 
enough to place each turn of the helix on the ‘side 
‘wires 3 so ?rmly that the pitch of the helix is 
preserved, and in some cases the tension may 
cause the grid wire to sink slightly into the side 
wires at the points of contact. As the wound grid 
assembly isf?rmly supported on and held in shape 

by the iron mandrel 1, the grid wire 4 and the side 
wires 3 may be of about the same size, and may 
be very small, for example, _1 mil in diameter. 
The wound grid assembly is ?red in a hydrogen 
atmosphere at about 1350° 0., until the molyb 
denum grid wire becomes ?rmly joined or welded 
to the-nickel side wires. Figure 1 shows the grid 
assembly after ?ring and still on the mandrel. 
The type of joint between the molybdenum grid 
wire and the nickel side wire is indicated in Fig 
ure 2, which represents the joint in section and 
as observed under a high power microscope, the 
grid wire 4 resting in slight depressions 5 in the 
side wires, with the metal at the edges of the de 
pressions built up slightly as shown at 6, indicat 
tingtsome kind of welding at the points of con 
ac . > 

The ?red grid assembly shown in Figure 1 is 
converted into the ?nished grid shown in Figure. 
4 by removing the mandrel 1 without distorting 
the-grid. The removal of the mandrel is best 
accomplished by reducing it in diameter until it 
will come out'of the grid easily. Sometimes the 
removal of the refractory coating 2 will bring 
about a sufficient reduction in diameter but usual 
ly the most convenient method is to treat the 
?red grid assembly in an acid bath, as indicated 
in Figure 3, by putting the grid assemblies in a 
mesh tray 7 and submerging them in acid in a 
vessel 8. 
My method of making grid electrodes may be 

carried out in various ways and with various kinds 
of equipment. A convenient device for making 
grid electrodes in accordance with‘ my invention 
and as a continuous process is shown schemati 
cally in Figures 5 and 6, illustrating a machine a 

‘ in which the mandrel wire and the nickel side 
wires are drawn through a winding head by 

mandrel and the grid wire is wound over them 
into a helix, thus automatically assembling the 
grid on the mandrel. The machine comprises a 
winding head with a base 9 which carries a spool 
10 of the iron mandrel wire 1 and four spools 11 
of the nickel side wires 3. All of these wires pass 
simultaneously and side by side through a tubu 
lar spindle 12 ?xed in the base 9. Supported in 
the spindle 12 is a removable tubular liner 13 
which has at one end a disc or transverse wire 
guide 14 with a central hole 15 for guiding the 
mandrel wire 1 and four :holes 16 spaced equally 
about the central hole for‘guiding the four side 
wires 3 into place along the mandrel wire 1 as 
the wires are drawn through the guide 14. The 
wires are threaded through the guide 14, the ends 
of the side wires tied to the mandrel wire, and 
then the wires are drawn througlrthe guide by 
a drawing device, such as a movable clamp 1'7 
which grips the wires and is moved away from 
the wire-guide 14 by a feed screw 18 driven from 
a gear 19. As the mandrel wire with the four 
side wires in place on it leaves the guide 14 the 
grid wire 4 is wound into a helix around the man 
drel and the side .wires by means of a rotary car 
rier 20, rotatably‘ mounted on the tubular spindle 
12 and having a gear 21 in mesh with the driving 
gear 19. . The rotary carrier, which is something 
like the face plate of a lathe, has a projecting 
stud 22 eccentric to the tubular spindle for car 
rying a spool 23 of the grid wire 4 which is wound 
around the wires passing through the wire guide. 
The grid wire should be wound under tension, and 
one way of applying‘ the desired tension is by 
means of a friction tension device 24 mounted on 
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the end of the stud 22 to engage the spool 23. It 150 
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e usually advantageous to provide at the‘ point 
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where the grid wire is wound over the side wires 
_ a tubular winding guide 25 which surrounds and 
supports the wires during the winding of each 
turn" of the helix, and which may conveniently 
be carried on the end of an arm 26 projecting ‘ 
from the ‘carrier. . l 

. As the mandrel wire 1 with the side wires 3 ly 
ing on it is drawn through the wire guide 14 the 
rotary~carrier 20 turns in synchronism with the 
feed screw 18, causing the grid wire 4 on the 
spool 23‘to be wound under tension over the man 
drel and theside wires into a helix which grips 
the side wires firmly and holds them in place on 
the mandrel, while at the same time the side wires 
engage the turns of the helix so ?rmly that the 
pitch of the helix is preserved. The pitch of the 
helix is determined by the feed screw 18, and the 
grip of the helix on the side wires depends on 
the setting of the tension device 24. - . 

- The grid assembly‘ produced on the machin 
is passed through the furnace 2'1, which may be 
the usual hydrogen furnace used for cleaning 
metal parts for radio tubes, and which is usually 
operated at about 1350” C. About ?ve minutes 
?ring in the furnace will usually secure the turns 
of the helix to the side wires. The Tired assembly 
is then cut into lengths suitable for grids, and 
the lengths treated in the chemical bath to re 
move the mandrel. _ , - » . 

Although my invention is useful in making grid 
electrodes of theusual dimensions, it is particu 
larly useful in making very small grids of very 
?ne wire; ior example, Ihave made in accordance 
with my invention grids such as above described 
‘which have a diameter of about 25 mils and in 
which both grid wire and side wires are less than 

The electronic shadows are 
negligible with grids of_ such'?ne wire, and are 
much less than usual even with grids made of 
wireoitheusualsize,suchas5mil. - ‘ ,' 

My invention'is not limited to the use of molyb 
denum and nickel, as the grid wire may be 

molybdenum, tungsten, or other metal su?lcient hot strength, and the side or connecting 

wires may be nickel,‘ copper, or similar metal. 
It is to be understood. that the embodiments 

- described hereinabove ‘are merely illustrative and 
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the scope of my invention is limited only 
appended claims. 
What is claimed as new is: 

by ‘the 

1. ‘A method for making grid electrodes com- - 
prising winding under tension a' metallic conduc 
tor around a plurality of elongated conductors 
positioned side by side on a mandrel to form a 
grid assembly, heating said mandrel and said 
assembly in a reducing atmosphere to effect weld? 
ing at each point of contact of said conductors. 

- 2. A method for making grid electrodes com 
prising, laying down a plurality of wires upon a 
metal mandrel, winding a wire around said 
mandrel and over said plurality oi! wires to form 
a grid assembly, heating said mandrel and said 
grid assembly in a reducing atmosphere to weld 
said wound wire to said plurality of wires, said 
mandrel being coated with a material non-weld 

3 
able at the temperature to which the mandrel . 
and grid assembly are heated in the reducing 
atmosphere and chemically treating said mandrel 
to permit its removal from said grid assembly. 

3. A method of making grid electrodes which 
comprises making _a grid assembly by placing 
longitudinally on a metal mandrel at least one 
metallic conductor and winding under tension 
another metallic conductor around said mandrel ~ 
and over said ?rst conductor to form a helix en 
closing and with its turns in contact with, said 
second conductor, said mandrel having a co 
eiiicient of expansion at least as great as the 
metallic conductor wound under tension heating 
said- grid assembly in a reducing atmosphere 
until the turns of said helix are welded to said 
metallic conductor to form a tubular grid and 
separating said mandrel and said grid. . ' 

4. A method of making grid electrodes which 
comprises making a grid assembly by longitudi-_ 
nally positioning a plurality of nickel wires in 
contact ‘with and spaced around an insulated 
iron wire, winding under~ tension a molybdenum 
wire in the form of a helix around said nickel 
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wires and said mandrel, ?ring the grid assembly 100 ‘ 
in a furnace having an atmosphere of hydrogen 
to a welding temperature until the nickel and 
molybdenum wires are welded together at each 
point of contact, subjecting said ?red assembly 
to hydrochloric acid to treat said iron mandrel 105 - 
and permit the separation ‘of said mandrel and 
said wound assembly. ‘ _ 

5. A continuous method for making grids com 
prising, laying down aplurality of wires upon a 
metal mandrel, winding 9. wire which has a lower 110 
coe?icient of expansion than said mandrel around 
said plurality ot‘wires to form a grid assembly, 
advancing said grid assembly through a furnace ‘ 
heated to the welding temperature of said wires, 
and then through a.v chemical bath which reacts 115 
with said mandrel but has a negligible reaction 
with said wires. , . ’ 

‘6.. A method for making electron‘ discharge de 
vice grids which comprises coating a metal 
mandrel with‘ a refractory material positioning'lzo 
longitudinally a plurality of. metal side rods of ‘ 
approximately the same diameter on the coated 
metal mandrel, winding a wire of substantially 
the same diameter as said side rods around said 
side rods to form a grid assembly, heating said 125 
mandrel and grid assemblyto weld said side 
rods to said wound wire, and chemically treat 
ing said heated mandrel and grid-assemblypto 
remove said mandrel. . . > 

7. A method for making electron discharge 
device grids which comprises positioning longi 
tudinally a plurality of metal side rods of ap 
proximately 1 mil in diameter on a metal 
>mandrel, winding a wire oi’ approximately one 
milin-diameter and having a lower coe?icient of 135 
expansion than said mandrel around said side 
rods to form a grid assembly, heating said 
mandrel and grid assembly to weld said side rods 
to said wound wire, and chemically treating said 
heated assembly to remove said mandreh 
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